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A B S T R A C T

Glass fibre reinforced polymer (GFRP) bars have been increasingly used in structures due to their advantages
However, the effect of temperature variation is likely to degrade their mechanical behavior. In this experimental
study, the tensile strength and modulus of elasticity of four types of GFRP bars with different diameters at 20 °C
under four-point flexure test are initially investigated and their results are compared with those of a direct tensile
test. Then, the tensile strength of GFRP bars with different diameters is obtained in low and high temperatures (-
40 to 80 °C) using four-point flexure test. The experimental results indicate that the tensile strength variation of
GFRP bars with different diameters obtained from four-point flexure test are slightly different from those ob-
tained using direct tensile test. Furthermore, the highest reduction in tensile strength under flexure test occurred
at - 40 °C for most diameters. The obtained tensile strength from four-point flexure test, on average, reduced
about 21, 31 and 38% at temperatures of 0, -20, and - 40 °C and 11, 20 and 29% at temperatures of 40, 60, and
80 °C, respectively. In addition, the contribution of each parameter (bar diameter and temperature) was exam-
ined using a probability model, including the Analysis of variance. Models show that the bar diameter has signifi-
cant effect on the GFRP bars’ tensile strength variations when subjected to temperature fluctuations. Finally, by
applying the non-linear regression analysis, an equation has been developed to determine the tensile strength of
GFRP bars with different diameters at different temperatures.

1. Introduction

Compared to custom steel ones, FRP reinforcing bars have some ad-
vantages, such as their corrosive resistance, light weight, high tensile
strength, electric insulation, small creep deformations, and fatigue re-
sistance, making them ideal materials to resolve durability problems re-
lated to corroded reinforcing steel bars [1–5]. Since reinforcing steel
bars have proved to lead to loss of serviceability or capacity because of
expansive corrosion, over the last decades, FRP bars have been intro-
duced as a reinforcement for a wide range of concrete structures, such
as marine structures, and bridge decks that are exposed to aggressive
environmental conditions, industrial chemicals and temperature fluctu-
ations [6,7]. FRP bars have also been utilized in other cases such as
magnetic resonance imaging facilities, electrical substations, tunnel
boring operations, and highway barriers [8–10].

Since the mechanical properties and deformations of GFRP bars dif-
fer from those of steel bars, the Guides for design and construction of
steel bars cannot be used for GFRP bars [11]. Therefore, it is essential to

use exclusive guidelines when dealing with GFRP bars. It is generally
known that FRP materials show a linear behavior with different stiff-
ness (elastic module) under tensile and compression loadings [12–15].
The direct tensile test of GFRP has some disadvantages such as its need
of a high-capacity testing machine, its time-consumption for sample
preparation, its complexity, the necessity of placing the bar end inside
long metal, and common in appropriate (premature) failure modes in-
side the grip area [12,16,17].

Arczewska et al. [15] investigated the properties of GFRP bars (ten-
sile strength and rupture modulus) with a three-point flexural test due
to its convenience. According to the weakest link Weibull model (differ-
ent load application and stress distribution along specimens), they de-
veloped a method to introduce a relation between the tensile strength
and rapture modulus using the direct tension and flexure test. They also
suggested that the different modulus of GFRP bars under tension and
compression does not have a significant effect on the stiffness of these
bars. Using FRP RC members in harsh environments comes with chal-
lenges, such as FRP mechanical properties degradation due to the tem-
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perature fluctuations [18–20]. Investigating the characteristics of com-
posite materials shows that fibre has better thermal properties than
resin and tolerates some amount of force in the longitudinal direction
(along the fibre) [21]. However, the tensile properties of composite ma-
terials reduce due to a decrease in the force transition between the fibre
and the resin and the weakening of their bond [22–24]. According to
the available literature, Kumahara et al. [25] achieved the experimen-
tal result that the temperature of 250 °C, which is much higher than
resin Tg (glass transition temperature), reduces the tensile strength of
GFRP bars by 20%. Studying the effects of temperature variations on
the properties of different types of FRP bars led to the conclusion that
their tensile strength and elastic modulus have decreased by about 55%
and 30% at a critical temperature of 325 °C [26]. Moreover, Ashrafi et
al. [27] have investigated the tensile properties of different types of
GFRP and CFRP bars under elevated temperatures. According to the re-
sults they obtained, at temperatures close to Tg, the bars’ tensile
strength decreased significantly due to the change in the molecular
bonds.

Robert et al. [28] experimentally studied high temperature effects
on the mechanical properties and barrier (moisture absorption) of
GFRP bars. The results of their research indicated that a reduction in
tensile strength of the specimens at 60 °C–80 °C was higher than at
40 °C–60 °C.

GFRP bars’ behaviour in humid environments indicate that lower
temperatures (below zero) give rise to variation in mechanical proper-
ties mechanical and to the creation of microcracks in GFRP bars. The
microcracks enhance the water absorption rate at higher temperatures
and lead to matrix plasticization and hydrolysis [29]. The spread of
frozen water in cracks and cavities also leads to the separation and
growth of microcracks [30]. Additionally, exposure to frost leads to
damage propagation through matrix cracking and separation of fibre
and matrix [31–34].

Robert et al. [35] demonstrated that in GFRP bars, the tensile
strength and flexure modulus have a relatively stable situation in the
temperature range from −40 °C to 50 °C.

It is known that testing FRP bars under bending is much more con-
venient than that of tensile tests. In addition, the shorter length of speci-
mens and lower machine capacity are other advantages of this test.
Hence, in the present research the four-point flexure test is used for ob-
taining the tensile properties of different GFRP bars. The variable para-
meters in this research are bar diameter, different types of bars (made
of various resins and fibers produced by different companies), and the
effect of different temperatures ranging from −40 °C to 80 °C in dry en-
vironment. Such temperature range was selected to cover extreme ser-
vice temperature of structures [36,37].

GFRP bars were considered in a dry state at low temperatures (0,
−20, and - 40 °C) and high temperatures (40, 60, and 80 °C) in a one-
month period. Also, the results of flexure test in 20 °C temperature have
been calibrated with the direct tensile test. The main objective of the
current research is expanding the use of GFRP bars in structure engi-
neering in temperature conditions, while the main purpose of this re-
search is to study the tensile properties of GFRP bars subjected to tem-
perature fluctuations in dry environment using four-point flexure test
rather than direct tensile test. To the authors best knowledge, studying
the effect of temperature fluctuations and bar diameter on tensile
strength of GFRP bars, using flexure test has not been investigated.

In addition to considering the test conditions and the failure mode
during flexure test, an equation has been provided to determine the ef-
fect of parameters such as temperature and bar diameters on the prop-
erties of GFRP bars.

2. Experimental study

2.1. Test program

GFRP bars were exposed to dry environment both at low (0, −20,
and −40 °C) and high temperatures (40, 60, and 80 °C). Table 1 pre-
sents the details of the performed tests. Five identical samples were
tested for each condition and the average results were used for compari-
son and discussions. Direct tensile test was conducted based on Annex C
of CSA S806-12 [38], while four-point flexure tests were conducted
based on ASTM D4476 [30,39]/ASTM D6272 [30].

2.2. Properties of the GFRP bars

Four types of GFRP bars manufactured by different manufacturers
have been used in this study. Fig. 1 exhibits the various types of GFRP
bars produced by Pultrusion process. It is worth mentioning that due to
the confidentiality, the pultrusion process details are not provided by
the manufacturers. Table 2 summarizes the properties of the utilized
bars in terms of the diameter, cross-section, Poisson's coefficient, den-
sity, and the coefficient of thermal expansion.

2.3. Test procedure

GFRP bars in this study have been classified in two different groups.
The bars of the first group were tested under direct tensile test accord-
ing to Annex C of CSA S806-12 to control and compare the results with
the bars tested under flexure. In the second group includes the bars that
have been subjected to different temperatures in dry environment and
tested under four-point flexure test in accordance with Annex ASTM
D6272/ASTM D4476. Each sample is identified according to the type
and diameter of the bar. For instance, the IV-14 sample is introduced as
follows: IV indicates the type of the studied bar (see Table 1) and 14
represents the diameter of the GFRP bar.

Direct tensile test has been conducted to determine the tensile
strength and modulus of elasticity of the bars. In order to avoid inappro-

Table 1
Experimental program.
Bar
type

Tensile
test
(20 °C)

Flexure
test
(20 °C)

Flexure test (0–20 -40 °C)
dry environment

Flexure test (40 60 80 °C)
dry environment

Ⅰ ✓ ✓ – –
Ⅱ ✓ ✓ – –
Ⅲ ✓ ✓ – –
Ⅳ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Fig. 1. Different types of investigated GFRP bars.
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Table 2
Geometrical properties of the different types of GFRP bars.
Bar type Bar

diameter
(mm)

Cross section
area (mm2)

Poisson's
ratio

Density
(g/cm2)

Coefficient of thermal
expansion (mm/mm/˚C)

Ⅰ (sand
coated)

10 70.8 0.26 1.9
12 114.9 0.26 1.9
14 160.6 0.25 1.9
16 196.1 0.25 1.9

Ⅱ (sand
coated)

10 71.3 0.21 2.2
12 126.7 0.26 2.2
14 153.8 0.25 2.2
16 197.9 0.25 2.2

Ⅲ (sand
coated)

10 76.6 0.24 2.1
12 114.5 0.26 2.1
14 154.3 0.25 2.1
16 201 0.25 2.1
18 261.6 0.22 2.1

Ⅳ 10 78.5 0.25 2.2
12 113.1 0.24 2.2
14 156.6 0.26 2.2
16 200.9 0.25 2.2
18 254.3 0.25 2.2

priate failure mode and accurately investigate the behavior of GFRP
bars, anchorages have been placed on both bars end. The length and de-
tails of the anchorages used for the GFRP bars are shown in Fig. 2. The
unbounded length of the bars is about 40 times the diameter of the
tested bar. Table 3 presents the tensile samples configuration. Fig. 3
shows the experimental set-up used for direct tensile test.

Regarding the flexural samples, ASTM4476 formulations were used
to obtain the cross-section properties of GFRP bars (Fig. 4). Table 4 also
illustrates the different values of parameters shown in Fig. 4 for differ-
ent bar diameters. The bars in were cut using a Computer Numerical
Control (CNC) machine. Fig. 5 shows the experimental setup used for
the four-point flexure test. The length of the GFRP bars was 400 mm
with 10% overhang of the supported span. The distance between the
supports and the loading noses was 100 mm. The cross-sections of the
bar loading noses were cylindrical in order to eliminate any stress con-
centration. Also, the set-up supports were circular as well to avoid ex-
cessive indention.

Tests were performed by using a UTM Zwick Roell servo electric
testing machine with a 150 KN capacity. The bars were tested under
displacement-control condition with the loading rate of 1.2 mm/min
for the direct tensile test and 3 mm/min for the four-point flexure test.
Testing procedure continued until a rapture occurs in the extreme fibers
of the GFRP bars or when the maximum strain of the extreme fibers
reaches to 5% (either one that occurs earlier).

2.4. Conditioning environment

One of the main objectives of this study is to investigate the effect of
temperature fluctuations (low temperatures of 0, -20 and −40 °C and
high temperatures of 40, 60 and 80 °C) in dry environment on the ten-
sile strength of GFRP bars using four-point flexure test. The bars were

exposed to target temperatures for one month and then were subjected
to four-point flexure test. Laboratory freezer and oven were used for
samples conditioning.

After removing the bars from the temperature condition, they were
immediately tested.

3. Results and discussion

In this section, the results of the experimental tests such as failure
modes, tensile strength obtained from direct tensile tests and four-point
flexure tests as well as the modulus of elasticity obtained using the
strength material equations are presented. In addition, the effects of
temperature and bar size on the tensile properties of different GFRP
bars are discussed.

3.1. Failure modes

Three failure modes were observed during four-point flexure test of
GFRP bars: (i) bar slip at supports, (ii) failure in extreme tensile fibers,
and (iii) failure in extreme compressive fibers. The effect of tempera-
ture on the failure mode of GFRP bars has also been investigated. More
details of observed experimental failure modes are explained below.

3.1.1. Bar slip at the support
The slip mode at the support has been generally observed in a few

numbers of bars, i.e. the bars with lower diameters (4% of the total bars
tested). This mode was occurred due to the surface abrasion of the bars
at the supports. Fig. 6 a illustrates the surface of a bar failed in such
mode. This local failure has occurred due to the concentration of the
stress at the supports transferred to the bar surface. This phenomenon
could be related to low abrasion strength of smaller bars. The resin on
the bar surfaces has experienced a failure due to the weak shear
strength. Due to the premature failure of these samples, the results of
GFRP bars with this failure mode were not considered in this study.

3.1.2. Extreme tensile fibers failure
Fig. 6-b, c, d, and e illustrate the tensile failure in types I, II. III. and

IV of GFRP bars, respectively.
The extreme tensile fibers of tested bars have been loaded until fail-

ure. Failure of GFRP bars first occurs by cracking in the resin layer on
the surface followed by the fracture of the extreme tensile fibers. This
failure mode occurs in most bars (88% of the tested bars).

Fig. 6-f, g, and h show the tensile failure mode of the extreme ten-
sile fibers for type IV bars at different temperature. For control samples
(samples tested at 20 °C temperature), successive collapse along the
area with a constant flexure rate (between two loading noses) caused
fracture of tensile fibers in that area. Due to the resin glassy behavior,
samples subjected to −40 °C failed locally at the mid-span where the
maximum displacement occurs. Similar failure mode was observed in
the study of Ashrafi et al. [40]. This phenomenon can be associated
with the weak through-thickness strength of GFRP bars. Because of the
changes made in the resin properties (plasticization) and softening of
the resin, larger size GFRP bars subjected to 80 °C showed longitudinal
fibre/resin interface cracking. The longitudinal cracks have caused a
failure due to the separation between fibers and resin in the constant

Fig. 2. Tensile test bar.
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Table 3
Properties of tensile test.
Bar type Bar diameter

(mm)
Total length
(mm)

Anchorage length
(mm)

Unbonded length
(mm)

10 1200 400 400
12 1280 400 480

I, II, III,
Ⅳ

14 1360 400 560

16 1440 400 640
18 1520 400 720

Fig. 3. Tensile test set-up.

flexure area (between the two loading noses). In other words, larger
bars, due to the higher interlaminar shear stress experienced longitudi-
nal shear cracking due to the fibre-resin interface degradation. Wang et
al. [41] stated that span-to diameter, s/d, ratio of flexure test controls
the failure mode of FRP bars (e.g. bars with s/d < 4 fail due to the
shear, while bars with s/d > 6 fail in flexural mode (i.e. tensile fibres
fracture at maximum bending location)). It has been shown that that at
tests with smaller span or larger bar diameter, the horizontal crack gen-
erally occurs before the flexural failure. However, at the higher test
span or smaller bars, failure is caused by the fibres fracture at the ten-
sile edge of FRP bars occur before the horizontal crack occurs [42].

3.1.3. Extreme compressive fibers failure
Extreme compressive fibers failure has occurred in some bars (8% of

the tested bars) after or simultaneous with the failure of extreme tensile
fibers. Fig. 6-i illustrates such failure in GFRP bars. This failure is due to
the resin crippling under the loading nose and consequently compres-
sive fibers bucking due to the applied compressive stress. This failure
mode has also been observed in other studies [29,43,44]. However,
since this failure was not the dominant failure mode of the bars, one can
conclude that the tensile fibres fracture still governs the strength capac-
ity of the tested bars.

3.2. Tensile strength obtained from direct tensile and four-point flexure tests

According to Annex C of the CSA S806-12 code, the results of the di-
rect tensile test of the GFRP bars are obtained based on dividing the
maximum applied force (i.e. failure load) by the effective cross-section
area of the bars.

On the other hand, the tensile properties of GFRP bars are calculated
from the four-point flexure test using strength of materials equations.
The extreme fiber stress has been obtained as a simple beam with two
supports and two loading noses. The maximum stress in the outer fiber
occurs between the two loading noses. This tensile strength has been
calculated according to equation (1), which is linear for the elastic
beam.

(1)

Fig. 4. Bar cross-section for four-point flexure test.
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Table 4
Properties of bar cross-section.
Bar
diameter
(mm)

R
(mm)

T (mm) ɣ
(mm)

B A H G
(rad)

C
(mm)

I
(mm4)

10 5 3.8–4.0 0.76–
0.80

0.24–
0.20

0.97–
0.97

0.46–0.39 1.32–
1.36

2.19–
2.30

12–
21

12 6 4.7–5.2 0.78–
0.86

0.21–
0.13

0.97–
0.99

0.42–026 1.35–
1.43

2.73–
2.99

40–
76

14 7 5.8–6.1 0.82–
0.87

0.17–
0.12

0.98–
0.99

0.33–0.25 1.39–
1.44

3.34–
3.53

106–
151

16 8 6.7.-7.1 0.83–
0.88

0.16–
0.11

0.98–
0.99

0.32–0.22 1.40–
1.45

3.86–
4.09

197–
270

18 9 7.6–8.2 0.84–
0.91

0.15–
0.08

0.98–
0.99

0.30–.177 1.41–
1.48

4.39–
4.73

342–
507

Where.

Stress in the outer fibers between the two loading noses (MPa)
Load at a given point on the GFRP bar (N)
Support span (mm)

Moment of inertia (mm4)
Distance from centroid to extreme tensile fiber (mm)

According to equation (1), the stress in the linear area is calculated
in small strains. It has been considered for the tensile area and the fiber
strain of about 5% for each tested bar. The experimental results of the
direct tensile test and the four-point flexure test are presented in Table
5 for reference samples tested at 20 °C. Fig. 7 illustrates the percentage
of tensile strength difference between the strength obtained from direct
tensile test and the maximum tensile strength in extreme fibers calcu-
lated using the results of four-point flexure test for different types of the
bars with different diameters. As is seen in Fig. 7, sand coated GFRP
bars (i.e. Type I, II, III), regardless of the bar size, show almost the same
strength difference. However, such difference is significantly higher for
Type IV without sand coated layer. The main reason for such difference
is that the outermost layer of sand coated GFRP bars, which indeed has
the highest stress during the flexure test, is weaker in sand coated bars
compared to the bars without the sand coat layer. Therefore, sand
coated GFRP bars fail in relatively lower stresses. It is worth mentioning
that the sand coated layer lacks from fibres load carrying capacity con-
tribution. On the other hand, despite the GFRP bar type, larger bars typ-
ically fail in lower flexure stress (i.e. lower strength difference). Fur-
thermore, the strength differences of a same bar with different diame-
ters are different. Fig. 7 also shows that as the bar diameter increases,
tensile strength of extreme fibres in flexure reduces compared to the
tensile strength of direct tension test. In fact, the tensile strength of
GFRP bars depends on their diameter because of shear effects. In other
words, fibers close to the outer surface do not have uniform stresses. As

a result of such non-uniform stress distribution along the bar cross-
section, when the diameter increases, FRP bars fail in lower stresses.
Fig. 8 schematically shows the stress distribution of GFRP bars under di-
rect tensile and flexure tests.

3.3. Modulus of elasticity obtained from direct tensile and four-point flexure
tests

According to Annex C of the CSA S806-12 code, equation (2) has
been used to calculate the modulus of elasticity in direct tensile test:

(2)

Where.

= modulus of elasticity (GPa)
= cross-section (mm2)

= load and corresponding strain, respectively, at about 50%
of the ultimate load (N)

= load and corresponding strain, respectively, at about 25%
of the ultimate load (N)

In four-point flexure test, the tangent modulus of elasticity in the
linear elastic area as the ratio of stress to corresponding strain was ob-
tained according to ASTM D4476.

The module of elasticity is calculated by drawing a tangent to the
steepest initial straight-line portion of the load-deflection curve and us-
ing equation (3) as follows:

(3)

Where.

Tangent modulus of elasticity (GPa)
Load at a given point on the GFRP bar (N)
Moment of inertia (mm4)

= Deflection at loading noses (mm)

The elastic modulus obtained from direct tensile tests and those cal-
culated from Equation (3) under four-point flexure test are presented in
Table 6. It is seen that a good agreement between the two methods is
obtained, which could confirm the reliability of using four-point flexure
to obtain the mechanical properties of FRP bars. From Table 6 it can
also be concluded that shear deformations have more effect on bars
with larger diameters which leads to a slightly lower modulus of elastic-
ity. Additionally, based on the different behavior of FRP materials in

Fig. 5. Four-point flexure test set-up.
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Fig. 6. Typical modes of failures observed in four-point flexure test.

tension and compression, the modulus of elasticity values in tension
have been obtained from four-point flexure test.

3.4. Temperature influence on tensile strength using four-point flexure test

Fig. 9 presents the values of tensile strength obtained from four-
point flexure test (Eq. (1)) for each diameter and different temperatures
of type IV GFRP bars.

Table 7 summarizes the tensile strength retention of type IV GFRP
bars for different bar sizes after exposure to different temperatures. Fig.

10 shows typical load-deflection curves of temperature conditioned
GFRP bars tested under four-point bend. As is seen, generally, an initial
linear deformation was followed by a small nonlinear deformation be-
fore reaching the maximum load. As a result of the limited plastic defor-
mation of GFRP bars, sudden failure was observed after a small amount
of nonlinear deformation.

Fig. 11 also illustrates the changes in tensile strength with respect
to reference samples at different temperatures for each diameter of
type IV bar. It is shown that after conditioning in dry environment for
one month, the maximum tensile strength reductions of 10, 12, 14, 16,

6
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Table 5
Tensile strength of direct tensile tests and tensile strength (extreme fibre) of
four-point flexure test of reference samples.
Specimen Tensile strength

of tensile test
(MPa)

of
tensile
test (%)

Tensile strength of
four-point flexure test
(MPa)

of four-
point flexure
test (%)

I-10 1200 4 2373 2
I-12 1050 11 1869 9
I-14 950 8 1603 6
I-16 860 6 1420 4
II-10 1186 6 2479 8
II-12 1148 7 2130 3
II-14 1132 5 1832 6
II-16 1104 3 1680 9
III-10 1396 9 2345 5
III-12 1250 8 2014 5
III-14

III-16
III-18

1100
1021
920

6
10
13

1795
1550
1495

2
4
8

IV-10 969 8 2543 6
IV-12 851 9 2186 7
IV-14 821 10 1764 5
IV-16 804 2 1665 3
IV-18 740 6 1540 9

Note: COV = coefficient of variation.

Fig. 7. Percentage of increase in tensile strength.

Fig. 8. Stress distribution of GFRP bars under direct tensile and flexure tests.

and 18 mm GFRP bars obtained from flexure test at elevated tempera-
ture (i.e. 80 ˚C) were 27, 23, 29, 33 and 35%, respectively. However, at
freezing temperature of −40 °C, the corresponding reductions were 21,
28, 44, 50, and 48%, respectively, compared to the bar at tested 20 °C.

It is also seen from Table 7 and Fig. 9, that temperature effects on ten-
sile strength of GFRP bars obtained from flexure test for different bar
sizes are not similar. The bar that is 16 mm in diameter has the highest
tensile strength reduction at −40 °C. Non uniform stress distribution as
well as manufacturing quality (e.g. non-uniform material distribution
along the bar cross-section) could be considered as the main reasons of

Table 6
Modulus of elasticity of tensile and four-point flexure test of specimens at
20 °C.
Specimen Modulus of

elasticity of tensile
test (GPa)

COV of
tensile
test (%)

Modulus of elasticity of
four-point flexure test
(GPa)

COV of four-
point flexure
test (%)

I-10 52.5 6 68.5 4
I-12 52 9 62 3
I-14 52 5 57 8
I-16 51.5 3 54.5 6
II-10 52 8 66 4
II-12 51.5 4 59 5
II-14 53 2 56 2
II-16 52.5 1 51 6
III-10 51.5 8 65 4
III-12 51 6 59 6
III-14

III-16
III-18

50
51
50

7
9
6

54
52.5
51

4
5
8

IV-10 55 4 65 3
IV-12

IV-14
IV-16
IV-18

53
51
52.5
54

5
6
7
3

60.5
55.4
52
51

7
5
3
8

Note: COV = coefficient of variation.

Fig. 9. Tensile strength of four-point flexure test.

Table 7
Tensile strength retention values at different temperatures.

Temperature (˚C)

Bar diameter
(mm)

−40 −20 0 40 60 80

10 79.16
(%)

87.53
(%)

97.76
(%)

89.89
(%)

82.42
(%)

73.42
(%)

12 71.77
(%)

78.82
(%)

89.48
(%)

92.54
(%)

85.73
(%)

77.31
(%)

14 55.90
(%)

58.73
(%)

72.51
(%)

90.42
(%)

81.07
(%)

70.58
(%)

16 50.21
(%)

57.90
(%)

66.19
(%)

85.29
(%)

74.65
(%)

67.15
(%)

18 51.69
(%)

58.51
(%)

66.30
(%)

84.55
(%)

71.62
(%)

65.19
(%)
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Fig. 10. Load deflection curves of 16 mm Type IV GFRP bars under four-point bend tests.

Fig. 11. Decrees of tensile strength at different temperature with 20 °C.

the greater strength reductions in larger bars compared to the smaller
ones.

Level of resin curing ratio, voids percentage, and non-uniform fibres
distribution within the cross-section are some of the possible reasons in
strength variations between FRP bars with different dimeters [45]. Fur-
thermore, faster cooling of the outer surface compared to the inner part
of FRP during manufacturing process may result some residual stress in
larger bars.

The reduction in tensile strength at extreme fiber level has occurred
due to the behavior of materials (fiber and resin) that exhibit lower
plasticity at lower temperatures (brittle behavior). In fact, lower tem-
peratures reduce the volume of resin on the bar surface, leading to its
weak tensile behavior. In higher temperatures, resin phase tends to dif-
fer from glassy to viscoelastic which results the tensile strength of GFRP
composite to reduce compared to the reference samples tested at 20 °C.
According to the difference between the thermal expansion coefficients
of glass and resin, with temperature variations in bars, shear stresses
take place in the area where these two components are in contact. This

phenomenon creates a gap on the interface (i.e. microcracks) and con-
sequently results the failure in lower stresses.

Table 8 compares the tensile strength retentions of GFRP bars ob-
tained in the present study with those reported in the literature after
exposure to freezing and moderate elevated temperatures (up to
100 °C). Although factors, such as resin type, resin glass transition
temperature, fibres to resin ratio, etc. have effects on tensile strength
variations of FRP bars elevated temperature, comparing the range of
variation could still be beneficial. From Table 8, one can conclude
that the strength reductions of different FRP bars after exposure to el-
evated temperatures up to 100 C (typically near and below resin
glass transition temperature) are less than 30% (maximum of 29%).
Also, larger bars typically experience higher strength reductions.
These observations are in agreement with the present study, in which
the maximum tensile strength reduction calculated from 4 point
bending test is 35% for the largest bar diameter (i.e. 18 mm) at
80 °C. Slightly higher strength reductions for tensile strength calcu-
lated from flexural test in comparison to direct tensile test could be
attributed to the non-uniform stress distribution within the bar cross-

8
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Table 8
Comparison of the strength retention calculated from this study and those re-
ported by other researchers from direct tensile tests.
Study Type

of test
Fibre
type

Bar
size

Conditioning
temperature

Tensile strength reduction (%)

Present
study

4-
point
bend

Glass 10,12,
14,16,
18

80 27 (10 mm); 22 (12 mm); 29
(14 mm); 33 (16 mm); 35
(18 mm)

[46,47] Tensile Carbon 9.5 100 10
Glass 9.5,

12.7
100 5 (9.5 mm); 24 (12.7 mm)

[48] Tensile Carbon 5 90 0-7 (for three different types)
Glass 4,6,8,

10
90 9% (4 mm); 4% (6 mm); 2%

(8 mm); 2% (10 mm)
[49] Tensile Glass 19 100 13
[50] Tensile Glass 9 100 4
[51] Tensile Carbon 8 100 7
[40] Tensile Glass 10 75 29
[35] Tensile Glass 12.7 100 11

section, contribution of resin failure in compression in bending test,
and longer duration of conditioning used in this study compared to
other studies.

4. Analysis of variance (ANOVA)

In order to provide an empirical model to find the effect of different
parameters and their contributions on tensile strength of GFRP bars
subjected to temperatures fluctuations under flexure test, a two-way
ANOVA analysis has been performed. Then, the effective parameters
(bar diameter and different temperatures) were considered as effective
parameters (inputs) for the models. In order to have an accurate evalua-
tion, the effect of temperature was considered separately for freezing
(0, −20 and −40 °C) and elevated temperatures (40, 60 and 80 °C).
ANOVA results obtained for low and high temperatures are shown in
Tables 9 and 10, respectively. In Tables 9 and 10, S is: the sum of
squares of the deviations of all the observations from their mean; Df is
the number of degrees of freedom associated with the sample variance;
MS is the mean square, which is obtained by dividing the sum of
squares by the respective degrees of freedom; F is the variation between
samples means (Mean Square Between) to the variation within the sam-
ples (Mean Squared Error); p-value is the probability that an equal
amount of variation in the dependent variable would be observed in the
case that the independent variable does not affect the Dependent vari-
able; and F crit is an indicator corresponds to the p value (F crit < F
shows that the variable has significant effect on the results).

Since the p-value for the diameter of bars and the temperatures in-
vestigated here is < 0.05 (F>F crit), the contribution of these vari-

ables is statistically effective on the outputs (i.e. tensile strength reten-
tion of GFRP bars) and these variables should be taken into account
when the tensile strength evaluation of four-point flexure test is de-
sired. On the other hand, the obtained p-value for the interaction be-
tween the two variables (i.e. bar diameter and exposure temperature)
larger than 0.05 (0.86 and 0.99 for low and high temperatures, respec-
tively) indicates that the interaction of these variables has insignificant
effect on the results. Therefore, one can conclude that these variables
are not dependent variable.

Also, the different contribution (%) of temperature and bar diameter
(19% for temperature and 78% for bar diameter in low temperatures,
17% for temperature and 81% for bar diameter in high temperatures)
shows that the results are more dependent on bar diameter than that of
the temperature. However, this contribution may considerably change
if extreme temperature (e.g. higher than the resin glass transition tem-
perature, Tg) is selected for the conditioning temperature.

5. Probability model

According to the results obtained for different bars subjected to
four-point flexure test, an equation to determine the tensile strength of
GFRP bars at non-tested temperatures and diameters is developed. This
equation has been obtained based on the results of analyses used
through non-linear regression using Risk Tools (RT) software [52].
Given the effective parameters identified in ANOVA analysis, several
predictive models were considered and eventually Equation. 4 has been
proposed to predict the maximum tensile strength ( ) of GFRP bars
when subjected to different temperatures ranging from −40 to 80 °C
and tested under four-point flexure:

(4)

Where.

Temperature (º C)
Bar diameter (mm)

Tensile strength (MPa)

The R factor and coefficient of variation (COV) of the standard devi-
ation (%), are calculated for this model and are equal to 0.96 and 0.125,
respectively, indicating the accuracy and reliability of the presented
model. Fig. 12 compares the results of tensile strength obtained from
experimental tests with those calculated from the proposed model. As
seen an appropriate agreement between the tested results and the pre-
dicted values are observed. It is worth mentioning that the proposed
model should only be used for the experimental data within the bar size

Table 9
Results of ANOVA analyses for tensile strength of 4-point flexure test under low temperatures (20 0–20 -40 °C).
Source of variation SS df MS F P-value F crit Contribution (%)

Temperature 2176078 3 725359.5 55.76869 6.77E-10 3.098391 18.92
Bar diameter 8976875 4 2244219 172.545 3.36E-15 2.866081 78.07
Interaction 84658.95 12 7054.913 0.542411 0.861282 2.277581 0.73
Within 260131.4 20 13006.57 2.26
Total 11497743 39 100

Table 10
Results of ANOVA analyses for tensile strength of 4-point flexure test under high temperatures (20 40 60 80 °C).
Source of variation SS df MS F P-value F crit Contribution (%)

Temperature 1165703 3 388567.5 50.67384 1.58E-09 3.098391 16.85
Bar diameter 5574980 4 1393745 181.761 2.03E-15 2.866081 80.59
Interaction 23548.04 12 1962.337 0.255912 0.990519 2.277581 0.34
Within 153360.2 20 7668.01 2.21
Total 6917591 39 100
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Fig. 12. Comparison between the experimental results and predicted values of FRP bars' four-point flexure test.

and temperature range of the tested samples. It should also be noted
that this model is an empirical regression fitting model and using differ-
ent types of GFRP bars may change the regression coefficients of the
model.

6. Conclusion

This study is part of a research program on the investigation of the
properties of GFRP bars when subjected to different environmental con-
ditions. The present paper focuses on the tensile strength of GFRP bars
at low (0, −20, −40 °C) and high (40, 60, and 80 °C) temperatures in
dry environment under four-point flexure test. According to the ob-
tained results, the following findings can be mentioned:

1. Extreme tensile fiber failure mode was the dominant failure
mode observed for most of the GFRP bar samples tested under
four-point flexure. This mode has occurred due to the successive
failure of the tensile fibers between the two loading noses.

2. Temperature variations affects the failure mode of the GFRP bars
tested in four-point flexure. At freezing temperatures, the
localized brittle behavior of the materials causes a concentrated
failure in the tensile area at mid-span with the maximum
deflection. While at high temperatures (due to the resin softening)
failure occurs due to the longitudinal cracks resulting from a
separation between the fiber and the resin (debonding).

3. Tensile strength of GFRP bars subjected to −40 °C in dry
environment for the duration of 1 month in comparison to the bars
tested at 20 °C for diameters of 10, 12, 14, 16, and 18 mm,
reduced by 21, 28, 44, 50, and 48%, respectively.

4. Tensile strength of GFRP bars subjected to 80 °C in dry
environment for the duration of 1 month in comparison to the bars
tested at 20 °C for diameters of 10, 12, 14, 16, and 18 mm, reduced
by 27, 23, 29, 33 and 35%, respectively.

5. According to the results of ANOVA analysis regarding the
parameters investigated in this study, exposure temperature and

bar diameter, statistically, have an effective contribution to the
tensile strength of GFRP bars obtained from four-point flexure test.
The contributions of bar diameter at freezing and high
temperatures were 78% and 81%, respectively, while the
corresponding values for the exposure temperature were 19 and
17%, respectively.

The results of four-point bend tests and their comparison with those
reported in the literature show that tensile strength reductions obtained
from flexural test compared to direct tensile test are in the conservative
side. However, using flexure test instead of direct tensile test, signifi-
cantly reduces the experimental work and complexity associated with
tensile test of FRP bars.
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